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DAYTON, Ohio- Magazines that target adolescent girls may be creating a future 
generation of "Cosmo girls" -adult women seemingly obsessed with their appearance and in 
"catching and keeping their dream man." 
That's the overwhelming conclusion drawn by a class of University of Dayton students 
who studied recent issues of the most popular magazines for girls ages 8 to 18. 
Generally, the students found that these magazines "cultivate the same traditional 
American female values found in media targeted at older females," said Teresa L. Thompson, a 
professor of communication at UD. 
Thompson, who teaches the class on women and communication, said the project's goal 
was to show how the media influence the emotional and cultural development of adolescent 
girls and perpetuate images of gender roles in American society. 
The prevailing conclusion: From as early as 8 years old, girls are conditioned that 
relentless pursuit of the three B's- beauty, body and boys- is the road to fulfilling society's 
perception of the feminine ideal. 
Each student selected current issues from at least three magazines, critiqued them on the 
messages they conveyed in their advertising and editorial content, then wrote a paper on the 
findings. Essentially, students were measuring the magazines for their "effectiveness in 
promoting positive images and in offering information considered vital to adolescent girls," 
Thompson said. 
Most of the magazines failed considerably in this area. Four of the most popular 
magazines in this age group -Jump, Twist , Teen and YM, which target girls between 9 and 16 
-"promoted the gender stereotype of girls as physical objects," Thompson said. 
"These magazines almost exclusively emphasized appearance, that you have to look 
good and be thin to be accepted, to be worthy of a man," the same messages perpetuated in 
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magazines marketing women in their 20s, 30s and 40s, Thompson said. 
"They also drilled the message that you should exercise to look good, not to feel good or 
to practice a healthy lifestyle," Thompson added. 
More than half of the magazine articles and ads Andrea Saurer studied (Twist, Teen and 
YM) centered on how a reader could find romance by improving her appearance. 
"Most of the content focused on how a girl could improve her body to get a boyfriend," 
said Saurer, 21, who will be a senior at UD in the fall. "I tried to find articles that explained 
how a girl could improve herself spiritually, emotionally and intellectually- but there really was 
nothing there." 
Saurer, a communication major, added, "Instead of powering women to make 
responsible decisions about their lives, magazines tell them what concealer will look best with 
their 'sallow' complexion." 
Megan Wise, who also will be a senior in the fall, was disturbed by the "ubiquitous 
sexual content" in some of the magazines she researched. 
"I looked at magazines created for 13- and 14-year-old girls but the subject matter 
seemed geared toward 18- to 21-year-olds," observed Wise, 20, who pored over issues of Teen 
and YM. Topics ranged from masturbation to exploring cybersex. 
"Most of the talk on sex was fairly graphic information for a 13-year-old that she 
should learn from a parent, not a magazine," Wise said. 
Wise also said the magazines failed to deliver adequate information on pressing issues 
facing adolescent girls, such as anorexia, bulimia, depression, drug abuse, educational 
opportunities, improving self-esteem and abusive relationships. 
Wise offered an example of the mixed messages girls can get from a magazine, even 
when the medium is attempting to express something positive. "One ad clearly expressed how 
important it is for a girl to accept her physical appearance and another, on an opposite page, 
had a glamorous photo of skinny, supermodel Tyra Banks. How does a young girl distinguish 
these messages?" 
There were exceptions to the "buff-and-puff" content, Thompson said. "Students 
responded positively to American Girl," a magazine for girls between 8 and 13 that regularly 
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covers issues on education, sports, cooperating with parents and seeking out good role models. 
Also, new magazines are emerging for minority girls, including Honey for African-
Americans and Latin Girl for Latinas, that generally focus more on the inner self and topics 
related to their particular cultures, Thompson said. 
"But these are rare," she said. 
Saurer speculated that chances are probably significant that girls who get 
"psychologically hooked" on pre-teen magazines (Twist, Jump) will graduate to other similar 
magazines as they get older, such as YM and Seventeen. Eventually, they run the risk of 
becoming "insecure and obsessive young women who rely on Cosmopolitan magazine to tell 
them how they should look, act and go about catching and keeping their 'dream' man." 
Magazines seem to have "cornered the market on destroying a woman's sense of self 
and reality," said Saurer, who admits to having once "bought into the boys, beauty and body 
brainwashing" of some beauty magazines. 
"A young girl needs to understand that these magazines are for entertainment only and 
should not be considered as the Bible or doctrine on how to improve as a person," Saurer said. 
"But too many teens take these magazines as doctrine." 
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